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Air Arts is a wide ranging and ambitious arts in

health programme, designed in partnership with

staff and patients at University Hospitals of Derby

and Burton.

The programme aims to distract from illness,

improve wellbeing, aid recovery and enhance the

hospital experience for 15,000 staff and 2 million

patients and visitors every year.



• Art Exhibitions

• Music Performance

• Patient participation

• Patient resources

• Public Art Commissions

• Courtyards and Gardens

• Departmental Enhancements

• Medical Museum

• Online workshops/resources



Staff 

wellbeing

The pandemic demanded an 

extraordinary response from NHS staff. 

It emphasised staff wellbeing as work 

related stress, sickness absenteeism 

and staff turnover increased 

Poor NHS staff health and wellbeing is 

associated with reduced quality of 

patient care and satisfaction

(What Works Wellbeing July 2022)



Image Club



Made in the NHS

“We would like to say 
something from all of us. 

This is the first time in 
nearly two years we haven’t 
felt awful in this building. 

It’s been amazing. 

Thank you”



Staff Wellbeing Choir





Visual Literacy

“The course has been fantastic!
The fact that everyone felt so 
comfortable sharing their work 
says a lot! It really felt like an 
oasis moment in the week and 
gave lots of inspiration to take on 
both with drawing and in clinic” 
Course participant 

“Thank you so much for a great 
course- I've looked at the 
responses online and already can 
see a big difference pre and post 
course.”
Dr Laura Adams



Doodle Club

“It was so enjoyable and you pitched it perfectly. 
Loved it! Can’t wait for the next one!”





Social media



Take Time



#Team UHDB



We are the NHS



Medical Museum

‘What a brilliant collection that really 
deserves showcasing and 
demonstrating the fantastic legacy of 
UHDB and will encourage the future 
workforce. Thank you!’



Staff Art Exhibitions



Gardening club



"Front-line staff, too, have needed additional

support to sustain their mental health. At

many hospitals around the country, arts

teams have been supporting staff under

immense strain during the pandemic.

University College London Hospitals and the

University Hospitals of Derby and Burton,

for example, have offered art clubs and

choirs to keep people going. At UCLH, 86%

of staff who took part said it had provided

them with respite, and 97% said it was

important that the sessions should continue.”

LORD HOWARTH
Health and Care Bill 

House of Lords, 11 January 2022



www.airarts.net

@AirArtsUHDB


